
February 10, 2014.

Midnight is bedtime.  I had a nap in the afternoon and a very productive evening in my 
sewing room, making cover(s) for the changing pad.  I was finally feeling better after a 
cervical check on Friday (38 weeks, 5 days) that left me bleeding and crampy for a few 
days.  And then I lost my mucus plug the wee hours of Sunday morning.  As a first time 
mom, I was fairly confident I would go past my due date.   Before losing the mucus plug, 
Iʼd had zero signs of labor, other than some mild Braxton hicks.

Shortly after midnight, I woke up having contractions.  Or at least I thought they were 
contractions.  Like cramps that came in waves.  I had to keep getting up to go to the 
bathroom- I pooped 3 times before 3 AM.  Though I tried to go back to sleep, my 
contractions continually made it difficult.  I breathed through and used the birth ball as 
well as different postures, like hands and knees with my tailbone in the air on the bed.  
My husband Christopher slept though it all.  

At 3:30, I decided I was hungry.  A luna bar (white chocolate/macadamia nut, yum!) 
seemed just the ticket.  My contractions were coming ever more regularly and strongly, 
so I started timing.  After clocking contractions every 3-4 minutes for 30 minutes, I called 
the hospital at 4 AM.  The doc who answered the phone heard me breathing through a 
contraction and advised me to come in.  I was reluctant- as a first time mom, I expected 
a long labor- like 16 to 24 hours, and I wanted to spend most of it at home.  Also, after 
testing positive for GBS (group b strep) at 35 weeks, I embarked upon a probiotic 
regimen that literally changed my life- better sleep, more energy, stronger, less pain, 
better digestion, weight steady, baby more active, even less carpal tunnel.  A friend 
forwarded me this article:
 http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2013/11/18/244526773/gut-bacteria-
might-guide-the-workings-of-our-minds  
The article claims the gut bacteria influence the mind / mood via the vagus nerve and 
healthy bacteria make for a happier person. My mood is certainly improved within 48 
hours of starting the probiotic regimen, but I chalked it up to all the other positive effects.  
Who wouldnʼt be happier with more sleep, more energy, etc?

I planned to ask for another GBS test at my 39 week appointment.  I want to avoid the 
IV antibiotics in labor.  I hate IVʼs and I feel that multiple doses of the antibiotics will wipe 
out all the positive flora in my body, leaving me (and baby) vulnerable to yeast 
infections, etc.  But the doc said I should come in....  

I woke Chris with a a gentle shake, “Wake up, weʼre going to the hospital” I announced 
We took the time to shower and threw a few extra items in our hospital bags, 

The car ride was difficult, hard to make it though my contractions with the limited 
mobility in the front passenger seat.  There is quite a lot of traffic for 5 AM.  “Drive 
faster,” I begged Chris.  



We arrived at the emergency room and I attempted to sign in but a contraction hit and I 
used the birth ball, letting Chris handle the administrative stuff.  From nowhere, a nurse 
appeared with a wheel chair to take us to Labor and Delivery.  I refused the chair- these 
contractions are terribly painful while sitting.  Motion helps me cope.

In labor and delivery, they hooked me up to Fetal Monitoring.  My nurse, Kelli introduced 
herself and told us her experience with hypnobirthing- she had her second child with the 
method!  Eventually a doc arrived to check my progress. I had to lie on my back on the 
table, which was awful.  The doc announced I was 2 cm dilated and fully effaced.  Thatʼs 
not much!  I asked if I could go home, but the doc said I should walk.  He changed his 
mind a few minutes later when the fetal monitoring revealed heartbeat decelerations 
during my contractions.   Instead of walking and getting in the bath, I was to be tethered 
to the fetal monitoring machine.  This was a disappointment, but Kelli was so helpful 
and made it work.  I maintained mobility by dancing, swaying, walking in place, hands & 
knees on the bed, using the birth ball, while Kelli adjusted the belt.  Mom arrived with 
some goodies, like suckers and lavender wipes for me, while Chris got breakfast.  I 
wanted food, too.  Labor is hard work!  I asked repeatedly and scored some apple juice, 
of which I took sparing sips to make it last.  Later I got hot beef broth which I found so 
restorative- protein!

Some time elapsed- minutes, hours, who knows.  Pale lemon sunshine lit the winter 
landscape outside and I was grateful the room had a wall of windows; I love the light.   
Deliberately, I avoided looking at any wasnʼt looking any clock.  This experience is about 
being in the moment.   Chris kept positive affirmations and rainbow relaxation playing on 
the bluetooth speaker.   Some of my contractions were super intense, but I kept in mind 
the fact that every contraction was bringing me closer to meeting my baby.  I spoke with 
Kelli about what I could do to help the baby (who was still experiencing heartbeat 
decels) and we decided to add a few cleansing breaths at the end of the contractions, 
where his heartbeat was dipping.

Eventually a doctor arrived to check me again.  I was prepared to lobby to be sent home 
if I hadnʼt made much progress.  In retrospect, that seems ridiculous.  In any case, the 
verdict was announced: 8 cm!  Almost time to push.  Suddenly, I needed to have the IV 
inserted for the penicillin.  I told Kelli how I hate IVs and tend to pass out with blood 
draw.  Christina Aguilara drew me out of the dumps last time so I decided to try the 
same.  The IV had be carefully inserted between contractions, which were coming ever 
more frequently and intense.  Nonetheless, I made the most of Xtina- singing along and 
swaying my upper body to “Candyman”.  I sensed the people around me were curious- 
but I didnʼt care.  This is my labor, I am in control, I will do what I have to do to stay calm 
and focused though it may seem silly to others.  Honestly, Iʼm in an open back gown.  
There is no modesty here.  

With the penicillin flowing, I asked to go the bathroom.  I had to poop, which didnʼt make 
much sense considering my three earlier poops at home.  Sitting on the toilet, I urinated, 
but didnʼt poop.  It was like the biggest, nastiest constipation Iʼd ever experienced,  “I 
have to poop!” I wailed to my mom who seemed increasingly worried that I would deliver 



the baby in the toilet.  But the pressure was on my rectum, not my vagina.  Guess itʼs all 
relatively close down there.  The contractions were blinding, filling every sense, the 
pace relentless.  I started to feel panicky.  This is transition, I told myself.  Baby is 
coming soon.  Breathe, baby, breathe.  

Back in the outer room, I sensed a multitude of people around.  They barely registered.  
It was only my mom, my husband, baby, and me.  The doc wanted me on my back to 
push, which was pretty much the worse position possible, but I understood it was for the 
continuous fetal monitoring.  Fortunately, I managed to sit up semi reclined, thanks to 
my mom and Kelli.  That position at least partially shortened the birthing canal and let 
gravity assist.  Pushing hurt, but I barely registered the pain and it felt good in a way- 
baby wanted to make his entrance to the world and I would do everything I could to 
assist.  I did wonder about the so called “ring of fire” as his head crowned.  The babyʼs 
head felt so, so big.  Chris was instrumental here, whispering positive encouragement in 
my right ear.  On the left side, my mom applied cold compresses, stroked my hair.  I 
inhaled lavender and pushed with every contraction.  Time slowed down.  There was 
some discussion that I might tear and the doc asked if I wanted a local anesthetic, 
which I declined.  The area was numb anyway.   

Oliver was effectively born en caul.  My water never broke.  I reached down between my 
legs and felt the bulging sac- it was like a water balloon.  The doc asked if she could 
break my water and I agreed- it was hanging outside my body anyway.  They found 
meconium in the fluid and the phrase “NICU team” registered.  Monitors were beeping 
and going crazy, and I knew that the baby was probably in distress. I doubted myself- 
maybe the baby would be better off to be born via c section.  But is that even possible 
when heʼs already in the birth canal?  The contractions got even stronger and they 
asked if I wanted to speed up the process by “purple” pushing ie, hold breath and bear 
down.  This is contrary to hypnobirthing where you are supposed to breathe the baby 
down in a relaxed manner, but I knew time was of the essence so I agreed.  

It felt like hours, but was only minutes.  One annoying doc, in reference to the size of his  
head, kept saying stuff like “itʼs the size of an apple”... “itʼs the size of the grapefruit”.  It 
felt like a two steps forward, 1 step back sort of process, as I felt his head descending 
and withdrawing.  I wanted him out of me so badly.  I pushed with everything I had and 
he was born.  Someone announced, “Time of birth, 11:04 AM”.  I couldnʼt believe it- Iʼd 
been in labor only about 10 hours.  I was euphoric in a way, but I sensed something was  
wrong.  The baby wasnʼt crying, barely an “eh, eh”.  Though immediate skin to skin 
contact was part of my birth plan, the NICU docs swooped in right away to assess him.  
My body shook with adrenaline and time stood still.   I didnʼt hear the APGAR at the 
time, but I learned later- 4.  

Finally, they placed baby Oliver against my chest.  I was crying enough for both of us as 
he started to weakly root around for my breast and his eyes were pressed shut.  His 
color wasnʼt good, pink but with a grey undertone that reminded me of how i look when I 
pass out.  I didnʼt care.  He was moving, he was alive, and I loved him more than I ever 
knew possible.  



The skin to skin time ended all too soon as the NICU docs took him away.  I started 
yelling at Chris, “Touch him, Touch baby Oliver!”  but Chris couldnʼt get close enough as 
our precious baby was encircled by the docs.  I started yelling, “Talk to him, Talk to him!”  
The expression on Chrisʼ face kind of destroyed me- he projected love and concern and 
deep, deep worry. 

The docs informed us they were moving Oliver to NICU and I immediately started 
yelling at Chris, “Go with him!ʼ.  But they wouldnʼt let Chris accompany, claiming they 
needed 10-15 minutes to assess the baby.  This news shattered me further, but I tried to 
remain stoic.  Stiff upper lip, thatʼs me.  

The doc announced I had a small tear and stitched me up.  She asked if I wanted 
pitocin in the IV to accelerate delivery of the placenta.  I assented, again contrary to 
hypnobirthing, but I wanted to complete the third stage of delivery ASAP so I could hop 
off that table and run to my baby.  I felt fine, basically, if a bit shaky with adrenaline and 
was so glad I hadnʼt had the epidural.  They said I had to prove I could go to the 
bathroom, but they wouldnʼt let me up.  A NICU doc came and talked to us, talking about 
the risk of GBS, meconium aspiration, antibiotics, etc.  I asked, “So, is that the treatment 
for meconium aspiration, IV antibiotics?”  There was a pregnant pause and then she 
started to elaborate all manner of dire scenarios.  Stiff upper lip.  Baby needs me and I 
must remain standing.  As long as heʼs breathing, I canʼt fall apart. 

They finally let me up off the table and walked to the bathroom with some alacrity and 
urinated.  Hoorah.  A wheelchair appeared, which I first declined then accepted when I 
realized it would potentially allow me access to my son faster.

Inside the NICU, I barely noticed tiny babies and huge machines before I reached the 
end of the line and saw my apparently healthy full term infant.  He wasnʼt hooked up to 
any machines, just under a warming lamp.  The doc gave us good news- Oliver was 
fine.  I learned later that his 5 minute APGAR was 7 and the 15 minute was 9- the best 
you can get.  The three of us went down to recovery together.  Last night we were a 
couple and today we are a family.  The wild roller coaster ride of parenthood had begun.    


